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Summary 
 

The authors present three cases of Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma in dogs, which 
were diagnosed during 2008 – 2009, at the Medical Clinic of the Faculty of Veterinary 
Medicine, Bucharest. The current literature considers the Hodgkin’s canine malignant 
lymphoma as being a rare malignant tumor, and from this reason there are not many special 
references about the Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma; this type of lymphoma being 
incorporated in the general information on lymphomas. 
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The literature consulted works do not present any hodgkinian’s malignant 

lymphoma in domestic animals. Human medical literature relates largely this 
subject, (3). The authors of the Atlas (2) describe the first national veterinary 
medical literature - aspects of malignant lymphoma in dogs provided citomorfologic 
exam. 
 

Materials and methods 
 

Between 2008 and 2009, there were investigated 691 dogs, diagnosed 
with various cancers. Out of these, 55 cases presented various forms of malignant 
lymphoma cancer. There were three cases with Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma. 

1. German Pointer, M, 11 years. Spleen tumor operated on 12/03/2008 - 
the cytological diagnosis of the tumor revealed a Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma - 
granulomatous form; 

2. Amstaff, M, 3 years -Puncture limphnode (popliteal) on 21/01/2009 - the 
cytological diagnosis of the adenogram revealed a Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma 
- granulomatosis form; 

3. Dalmatian, M, 2 years - groin tumor puncture (lymph node) on 
11.02.2009 – the cytological diagnosis revealed a Hodgkin's malignant lymphoma - 
sarcomatosis form. 

In the first case, after the excision of the tumorised spleen, a part of the 
tissue was taken for an examination on smears (splenogram). 

For the other two cases, a bio-puncture was used in order to perform a 
lymph investigation (tissue aspiration), after having shaved and brushed with 
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tincture of iodine the place. A 20 ml syringe fitted with a fine needle was used to 
perform a "fan" aspiration of the limfonodal tissue, which was afterwards displayed 
on the smears. After a quick drying, they were colored MGG (May-Gründwald-
Giemsa). Smears were examined at microscope, thus establishing the 
cytomorphological diagnosis. 
 

Results and discussions 
 

Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma has a special place in comparative 
oncology, as the elements of the morphology pass on a second place, since on the 
first level stands the anatomic and clinical aspects, due to the presence of 
adenopathy with or without the incentive of the spleen. These elements are 
necessary in elaborating the prognosis of the disease and in determining the 
therapeutic scheme. 

Our case-book record was composed by two very special categories: 
1. Single unilateral adenopathy (popliteal and inguinal lymphnode); 
2. Splenomegaly primary tumor without limfonode incentives in the 

structure. 
In the first category the anatomical clinical development after applying the 

appropriate therapy had a relatively good prognosis with a longer life evolution 
(dogs are still alive), in comparison to the second case, where the prognosis was 
severe with a very short life evolution (in our case the patient died 24 hours after 
the splenectomy). 

We did not want the results of our studies to stop at a simple presentation 
of the case, but to demonstrate the importance of developing a cytomorfological 
diagnosis upon these rare particularities of neoplasias in dogs. 

These cytomorfological aspects that allow relatively easy to determine a 
positive diagnosis and help to differentiate the Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma are 
structured on two levels. On the one hand there is the identification of the 
Hodgkin’s malignant cell on a polimorfocelular granulomatous inflammatory tissue - 
a large mononucleated cell, dimension more than 35 µ, it presents nucleoli due to 
an intense coloration with chromatin, characterized by a large cytoplasm, with 
different aspects from basophilia to acidophilus. Besides these cells there is 
another cell, which can be found in a considerable number, and it is specific to the 
Hodgkin's disease: a giant cell, the polymorph nucleated Paltauf-Sternberg-Reed. 
This cell exceeds 40 µ, has a variable number of nuclei, it is characterized by 
tachicrom chromatin and the presence of large sized nucleoli.  

Both the nuclei and the cellular assembly are very much alike because the 
nuclear cytoplasm is relatively large and has a net base of basophilie. 

Besides these two cells, the Hodgkin cell and the Paltauf-Sternberg Reed 
cell, there can be also other cells: lymphoid cells, plasmoid cells, granuloma cells 
and fibrocyte cells. Depending on the quantitative analysis of the cellular 
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components of the structure of the Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma, we can make 
the following morphological classification: 

- Hodgkin’s paragranuloma - predominant in inflammatory cells; 
- Hodgkin's granuloma - all cells are very well cast (fig. 1, 2); 
- Lymphocytic depletion - high fibrosis and cell loss; 
- Hodgkin’s sarcoma - giant Hodgkin cell and Reed-Sternberg-Paltauf cell 

(fig. 3, 4, 5, 6). 

 
Fig. 1 – Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Hodgkin's cell (mononuclear cell) 

 
Fig. 2 – Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Paltauf-Sternberg-Reed cell (polynuclear cells) 
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Fig. 3. Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Paltauf-Sternberg-Reed cell (polynuclear cells) 

 
 Fig. 4. Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Paltauf-Sternberg-Reed polynuclear cells 
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Fig. 5. Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Paltauf-Sternberg-Reed cell (polynuclear cells) 

 
Fig. 6. Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma 

Presence of Hodgkin's cells with Paltouf -Reed- Sternberg Cell 
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Conclusions 
 

It is demonstrated the importance of corroborating the clinical and 
anatomical aspects with the cytomorfological ones, in assessing the prognosis, the 
evolution and therapy in case of Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma in dogs. 

Without a correct cytomorfologic diagnosis, in case of Hodgkin’s 
lymphomas and non- Hodgkin’s lymphomas, one can not establish the correct 
therapy. 

The importance of therapeutics in these two cases is related to 
splenectomy which represents a major indication in the Hodgkin's malignant 
lymphoma, while in the non- Hodgkin’s malignant lymphoma it is contraindicated, 
and it can be used only in case of a severe splenomegaly. 

These cases of Hodgkin’s disease offer examples of morphological 
aspects of the two common forms, the granulomatous form and the sarcomatous 
form. 
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